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QuaranTEEN: 
Unmasking the Challenges of Distance Learning

Yes... but with limits!
Your tweenager has an adolescent brain, not an
adult brain.
The human brain does not fully develop until
roughly 25 years of age.
The prefrontal cortex, which is the center for
emotional control, impulse restraint and rational
decision-making, goes through a wild growth
spurt from ages 12-20 years old.
The limbic system deals with primal emotions like
rage, fear and excitement.
During adolescence, the limbic system often
overwhelms the developing prefrontal cortex.
When your kid is bored or irritated, he/she may
find some way to unconsciously self-pacify by
daydreaming, avoiding or acting out.

My kid is unmotivated and unfocused. Can my
kid's brain actually function during quarantine?

Maintain a healthy connection with your kid
based on respect, patience and compassion.
Acknowledge the struggles that we are all facing
with quarantine, such as:

Disconnection from friends
Struggle to focus on online classes
The uncertainty of when quarantine will end
and how it impacts everyone's lives
Missing out on their favorite activities...
especially if this was supposed to be the big
year!

Collaborate with your kid on establishing
reasonable boundaries and expectations around
school, screens, social life and family time.
Ensure quality face to face time with you and
peers.
Encourage creativity and activities that promote
self-empowerment away from screens.
Set the example especially when they don’t follow.

My kid is really struggling with quarantine. How
do I help this tween get back on track?

Online distance learning leads to excessive screen-
time that can overload visual stimulation, leading to
increased tension and anxiety.
Too much screen-time can lead to dysregulation of
serotonin and disruption of dopamine regulation
leading to: anxiety, withdrawal, mood swings, poor
focus, disorganization, irritability, depression.
And... it's really boring!!

But they're used to being on screens all day,
what's different?

Body clock disruption.
Melatonin and Cortisol disruption.
Compromised immune system.
Interferes with the ability to learn, adapt and cope
with big emotions
Does this sound like your kid?

How does screen time affect sleep?
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Visit our websites at:
TeenTherapyCenter.com
ChildTeenCounseling.org

Check out our archive of videos,
newsletters and illustrations on
parenting kids and teenagers.

Please feel free to contact me for a
complimentary phone

consultation about your Tweenager.
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